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The product being evaluated is a Takahashi 67 field
flattener for the Takahashi TOA 150 six inch refractor. By their nature refractors with doublet and triplet objective lenses do not have a flat field. Some
4-element Nagel-Petzval optical design refractors
are really designed to be astrographs and do have
flat fields. With normal refractors, the faster the
lens, the more the image field is curved. Take telephoto lenses as an example. Telephoto lenses are
designed to work with flat sensors, either film or a
CCD type sensor and as a result must have a flat
field. A typical 600mm F/9 telephoto lens has 5 elements. A typical 400mm F/5.6 lens has 7 elements.
A typical 400mm F/4 lens has 17 elements. As the
lens becomes faster, more optical correction is necessary to ensure both a flat field and good color correction at the focal plane. More optical correction
means more optical elements are necessary to provide this correction. The Takahashi 67 flattener is a
4-element optical flattener that produces either a
70mm or 90mm (depending on what vendors specification is cited) flat image circle. The Takahashi

67 is described as a 4 inch flattener. It is actually
3.75 inches in diameter. Optically the flattener
changes the 1100mm focal length of the objective
lens to a focal length of 1090mm and changes the
focal ratio from F/7.33 to F/7.3. Figure 1 shows the
Takahashi 67 flattener attached to the TOA 150 and
a Canon 40D camera attached to the 67 flattener.
Figure 2 shows the corner of an image centered on
M42 taken without the flattener. Figure 3 shows the
center of this same image. Note the elongation of
the star images in the corner of the frame, Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows the same area seen in Figure 2 but
with the use of the 67 flattener and Figure 5 shows
the center of this same image. Note that the star images appear uniform across the frame. It should be
noted that Figures 4 and 5 are from an image that
was not as well focused as the image shown in Figure 2 and 3. The softness of the image is a result of
poorer focus, not the use of the 67 flattener. Subsequent images with the 67 flattener show the same
sharp images as seen in Figures 3. Figure 6 shows
the corner of a well focused image centered on M13
and taken with the 67 flattener. Field testing by this
author shows that the Takahashi 67 flattener does a
superb job of flattening the field of the Takahashi
TOA 150 refractor. Star images are uniformly excellent across the field.

Above: Figure 1, Takahashi 67 flattener attached to a Takahashi TOA150 six inch refractor. A Canon 40D camera is
shown attached to the flattener.
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Above: Figure 2, Corner area of an image centered on M42 taken with a Takahashi TOA150 six inch refractor and a
Hutech modified Canon 40D. Note elongated images of stars in the corner of this image.

Above: Figure 3, Center area of the image shown in Figure 2 taken with a Takahashi TOA150 six inch refractor and a
Hutech modified Canon 40D.
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Above: Figure 4, Corner area of an image centered on M42 taken with a Takahashi 67 flattener, Takahashi TOA150
six inch refractor, and a Hutech modified Canon 40D.

Above: Figure 5, Center area of the image shown in Figure 4 taken with a Takahashi 67 flattener, Takahashi TOA150
six inch refractor, and a Hutech modified Canon 40D.
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Above: Figure 6, Corner area of an image centered on M13 taken with a Takahashi 67 flattener, Takahashi TOA150
six inch refractor, and a Hutech modified Canon 40D.
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